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Temple of dibella flawless sapphire

» Mon 28.ridiculous 2012 10:59 pm Do I know you can find a flawless sapphire in the Temple of Dibella in Markarth, but does anyone else know the definitive places to find another? Jacob Phillips Contributions: 3430Joined: Tue August 14, 2007 9:46am » Tue May 29, 2012 9:43am I've had a few just from different dungeon crawls. I can not give specifics, I
do not keep this kind of records .... Trish Posts: 3332Joined: Fri Feb 23, 2007 9:00am » Tue May 29, 2012 10:34am I think Vex has one.... But you're going to have to take it out. Why can't that argon just find its own crap.... jeez Marie Contributions: 3405Soji: Thu Jun 29, 2006 12:05 » Tue 29.ridiculous 2012 7:20am Gold and Silver mining can throw away
some nice flawless gems. If you are desperate, then you could save before you start mining then reload if none of the veins give you your gem. Michael Russ Contributions: 3380Joined: Thu July 05, 2007 3:33am » Tue 29.2012 8:00am I have both mine recently. I'm almost positive that gems (and flawless gems) are flattened prey because I haven't seen the
first til after level 35 and I've had a quest for 10 levels now. Claudia Cook Entries: 3450Joined: Mon October 30, 2006 10:22 » Tue May 29, 2012 6:07 by wiki, it takes 20 days for one in the Temple of Dibella respawn ... standing outside the inner sanctum and waiting 20 days counts, right? Ashleigh Bryden Contributions: 3446Joined: Thu Jun 29, 2006
5:43am » Mon 28.5.2012 20:26 If you want to be on the safe side, leave town altogether and do something else for those 20 days, you may even find one in the meantime. djimi Entries: 3519Joined: Mon Oct 23, 2006 6:44am » Tue May 29, 2012 10:16 am Actually waiting worked. Boy named Marilyn Posts: 3391Joined: So 26.ridiculous 2007 7:17 am » Tue
May 29, 2012 5:48 am Saphire Claw, but I've never heard of anything like this, Cheers by Steve Brewin Contributions: 3411Joined: Thu Jun 21, 2007 7:17 am » Mon 28.3012 7:26 pm If you rocks a Barenziah quest you will soon get a lot more gems in regular loot, probably including flawless sapphire. Vahpie Entries: 3447Joined: Saturday, September 26,
2006 5:07pm Return to V - Skyrim ALL POSTStemple dibella and flawless sapphire(s)how do I get to the inner sanctum to get a sapphire? (edited by Fandom) (edited by TombRaiser) Remove the lock. But if you haven't completed the search to find and bring their baby Dibelly, then the firsts will call the guards and they'll drive you away. If you can choose a
lock, get in and they won't say a word. If you catch you stealing... So don't get caught. (edited by fandom user) 0you can do a search or say the statue is mine and kill everyone (edited by Reaginicsniper) English Edit Share It was suggested that this page is divided into one or more articles because: (Discuss) Weight Base Value 0.1 400500 (Flawless)
(Flawless) For other uses, see Sapphire. Sapphires are rare gems commonly found in Skyrim. They can be mined from Geodes Sapphire and pickpocket. Sapphire, a member of the Thieving Association, carries several of them. After obtaining sapphires, they can be used to blacksmith various valuable rings and necklaces for blacksmiths. Sapphires come in
three varieties; standard, flawless and excellent. Unique Gems [Edit | Edit Source] Quests [Edit | Edit Source] Ringmaker [Edit | Edit Source] Locations [Edit | Edit Source] Sapphire can be found on the dresser in the steward's quarter, Mistveil Keep, in Riften. Two can be pickpockets or looted from Sapphire. A flawless sapphire can be found on a shelf in the
inner sanctum of dibella temple in Markarth. One can be found in Mara's Eye Den, on a table next to the Smuggler's Journal. A flawless sapphire can be found at Korvanjund after completing the quest for the Jagged Crown of either Stormcloaks or Imperials. It is in a bowl above the library to the left of the main throne (looking at it). Using relentless force to
bowl, or simply hitting it enough with a sword it will fall off, scattering gems on the floor. Telekinesis changing the spell can also prove useful in collecting the gem above. If dawnguard is installed, a flawless sapphire can be found next to the skeleton to the left of the inner sanctum. This requires careful treatment, because the skeleton is located very close to
the edge and will fall and into the valley if the evil gem is raised first. If Dawnguard is installed, two flawless sapphires can be found at the end of Aetherium Forge. Gallery [edit | edit source] Add a photo to this Trivia gallery [edit | edit source] Getting a prowler's shorting profit by completing quest No Stone Unturned greatly increases the chance of finding
flawless sapphires. There is only one place to get any excellent Sapphires – from Sapphire to thieves guild once Glover Mallory's letter is given to her. However, the letter respawns, which make Dragonborn get more excellent sapphories, even if it is supposedly unique. Errors [edit | edit source] This section contains errors related to Sapphire (Skyrim). Before
adding an error to this list, consider the following: Reload the old save to confirm that the error is still happening. If the error still occurs, please post an error report with the appropriate system template 360/XB1,PS3/PS4,PC/MAC,NX,depending on the platform(s) the error occurred on. Be descriptive in putting errors and corrections, but avoid interviews in
description and/or using first-person anecdotes: such discussions belong to the relevant forum board. If inserted into a display case, it may disappear completely, causing the item to be lost. Appearances [edit | edit source] * Disclosure: Some of the The links above are affiliate links, which means, at no additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if
you click and purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Top Voted Answers Answers To this question you are browsing GameFAQs Q&amp;A as a guest. Sign up for free (or sign up if you already have an account) so they can ask and answer questions. Since the Skyrim Wiki I've been having some trouble finding
Flawless Sapphires for ringmaker quest in Riften. Does anyone else have the same problem? I have one that I took from the Temple of Dibella, but I can't find another one. Any posts for a second would be greatly appreciated. Page 2 11 comments Does anyone know where to find a flawless sapphire Sent: Sunday June 02, 2013 2:31 am Status: Offline
Joined: 26.s.5.20137 Year member posts: 3 Reputation Power: 0 Message me on R4E revenge112 sick invite you to a party #2. Published: Sunday June 02, 2013 11:46 Status: Offline Joined: October 04, 201010 Year of Member Posts: 1500 Reputation Power: 71 Check here to tell you the posts [ Register or Signin to view external links. ] GV #3. Published:
Sunday June 02, 2013 13:55 PM Status: Offline Joined: August 12, 20119 Year membership posts: 219 Reputation Power: 8 If you buy a house in solitude, then you go to your room and should have a safe and flawless sapphire in it #4. Published: Sunday June 02, 2013 5:48 pm Status: Offline Joined: July 17, 20119 Year membership posts: 1060
Reputation Power: 52 Geeks wroteIf you buy a house in solitude, and then you go to your room and should have a safe and flawless sapphire in it The contents of the vault is random. I once got an Amulet from Akatosh, another I didn't have so that is not a good choice to offer #5. Published: Mon Jun 03, 2013 1:19 am Status: Offline Joined: May 3, 20137
Year membership posts: 9 Reputation Power: 0 Inner Shrine of Dibella Temple in Markarth has a flawless sapphire, and it respawns every 10 or 30 days. Days.
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